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MNIORITARIANISM AND
SECESSION

An ambiguous but powerful relationship

Sean Mueller

Majorirarianism is an ideology centred on the organisation of politicat institutions and accom_
panying mechanisms of decision-making. The core ideas on which it rests are that governmental
power should be as unrestrained as lib eral-democratically possible, and that collecrively binding
decisions are taken by simple majoriry which sometimes masks as a bare plurality (e.g. Sar_
tori 7987, 734).1 lrorucally, majoritarianism of some sort is so deeply ingrained within liberal
democracy that it has only rarely served as the exclusive object oftheorising or - especially as of

- of advocating. More frequent are instances in which one of its many opposites is debated
indeed postulated, notably power-sharing or consensus democracy (e.g. Lijphart 2012),

e.g. Burgess 2012; Gagnon 2021; Requejo 2010) and deliberative democracy (e. g.
& Thompson 2004)

The relationship ofmajoritarianism with secession is paradoxical. The former is for the latter
a key rnotivation to leave and a main obstacle to actually leaving, at the same time. As I will
more fully in this chapter, the majoritarianism of existing nation-states such as Canada,
or the Unired Kingdom (UK) is one of the main reasons why cultural minoriry groups

æ the Québécois, Catalan or Scots wanr to secede. However, since fundamentai changes
nature of a political communiry need to be approved by (at least) a majoriry and most

even by a super-majority (Schwartzberg 2014), majoritarianism also amounrs to an aimost
hurdle ôr such groups,

the relationship of majoritarianism with secession is even more complex, for the former
the latter both as a point ofdeparture and ofarrival: in wanting to leave behind a

systematically ignores, oppresses, and even abuses a large minoriry the new stateof by secessionists should cater to the needs of the former minoriry (now the majoriry)
overrule and ignore the new minoriry! Andjust iike already existing majoritari*at the state level is an obstacle to leaving, so does the regionally proj ected maj oritarianism
creadng ofa large enough supporr in sociery at both regional and stare levels. Even

most prominently (and necessarily, given the virtual absence of an own lan_the strict sense) encountered in Scotland (e.g. Arrighi 2019,284), is ofno help, for it,trapped in the majoritarian inclusion-exclusio n dichotomy.purpose of this chapter, thereôre, is twofold. At a theoretical level, the most importantbetween majoritarianism and secession are spelled out ôr different dimensions in
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the next ,à.tion. The operation of these mechanisms is then investigated in four secessiollist

regions and the states of which they are (stiil) part: Catalonia and Spain, Flanders and Belgium,

Québec ancl Canada, and Scotland and the UK'

Defi ning democratic majoritarianism

A democracy is majoritarian to the extent that it ma-ximises overall political power in the hands

of a single p"rrorr. Two logics convefge: that of translating the will of a simple electoral rnajotity

as di.ec-tly as possible into the composition of government (input), and that of rna-'<imising the

impact of saià governlnent on state actiou (output)' Idea1ly, then, elections are by first-past-

the-post, *h.* , pluraliry of votes suflices to win the only seat on offer in a constituency'

o,r.. in po*.r, ,rorr" of the usual constraints in either the governmental (e.g. a directly elected

President nexr to the Prirne Minister), partisan (coalitions), parliamentary (second chambers),

direct-clemocratic (referendum$, judicial, or federal dimension obtains (e'g' Bernauer & Vatter

2019; Lijphart 2012).

The person coming closest to such a state of affairs is a Prime Minister who is also leader of

the parliamentâry parry with a majorily of seats in the only chanrber' In turn, majoritarianlstr

is the ideology aclvocating or defending such a political system and its behavioural outcome.

Underlying ùoth the institutional architecture and its political defence are supposedly dem-

ocratic assumptions regarding interpersonal political equality ignoring, or even denying, the

relevance of cultural group identities (Kynrlicka 1995;Abizadeh2021). However, the people are

judged competent ..ro,rgh to elect its government, but not to express their political preferences

ir".rfy using referendurns; fina1ly, the national parliarnent is heid to be sovereign, meaning nei-

ther the judiciary nor lower-level governnents can opelate independently frorn but only trough

it (Russell & Serban 2021,10; Flinders er al.2022)'

Institutions . , .

The institutional dimension of majoritarianism combines six main properties' All maxim-

ise majority rule through the absence of constraints. To begin with, electoral constraints are

,..-ou"d by relying on plurality voting such as first-past-the-post or two-round systems'

where an absolute ,'r3ority (50/. + 1) is needed to gain a seat in parliament' While this rypi-

cally transforms an elector;l majority i,tto a parliamentary majority, also an electoral plurality

o, 
"rr.n 

a minority (if ideally distributed over electoral districts of uneven size' as is the case

in the US Senare: Ertinger Zbtl; ,1ligt t benefit from these rules. More generally, the permis-

siveness of an electoral ,yrt"* towârds a multitude of parties can be assessed via the mean or

median district -rgnituâ. (e.g. Neto & Cox tvol , 1,il): the srnailer, the more majoritarian;
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and semi-presidential systems with an only symbolic head of state, neither the monarch nor an
indirectly elected president nor even one that is directly eleced (Duverger 19g0) will acr as an
intra-executive check on the power of the prime minster. In both (semi-)presidential systems,
when the president is also the leader of the parliarnentary majoriry and parliamentary systerns, a
fusion of executive and legislative powers occurs in the hands of the .n4o.iry parry - or, rather,
in the hands ofthe person(s) directing that parry.

Direct-democralrc instruments will lead to compronrises, ancl thereby contain the inajority will,
provided they bestow upon political minorities a meaningful vero andlor agenda setting powers
(Vatter 2000' 174). Lackitg those rwo components, the represenrative areÀ and parliarnentary
elections are all that counts. In the best case fron the point of view of majoritaria,, d"r.ro.ra.y,
only the government or a parliamentary majority can call a reGrendum,"h"r. , sinple rnajoriry
is needed, thereby further cerxenting its grip on political power ro the detriment of .rr.., , u.ry
large minority (cf. Morriss 2002, 190*192), The same can be saicl of judilial reuiew: rf strong as

well as open to opposition parties and (organised) individuals, ir can consrrain the parliamenàry
andlor government rnajoriry of the day (e.g. Hail & ura 2015; Maceclo 2010) - the caveat
being that judges themselves will rypically have been appointed by some form of represenrarive
(super-)majority in the past. In other words: whether direct clemocracy and judicial review
constrain or arnplify and legitimise najoriry rule is an empirical quesrion. Clearly many Cata-
lans thought the latter was the case regarding the Spanish Constitutional Court's 2010 verdict
(Mueller 2019,147).

Finally, a democracy is all the more majoritarian the greater the amount of poiitical power
centrulised ât the state level, rather than being delegated to or retained at regional a.rJ local
levels (Hooghe er aI. 2016; Ladner et al. 2019). This aliudes ro whar Stepan (1999) has called
"demos-enabling", which here is reinterpreted as 'electoral, parliamentary, atd,/or governmen-
tal majoriry at state-level enabling'. For majoritarian decision-making to exploit its full potential,
there can only be one rnajority: that calculated with the entire state and its singuiar national
political community as reGrence points. Not considered here are undemocratic settings defined
æ, for instance, the absence of a real choice between at least two parties.

Maj oritarianism and secession

And ideas

defined what rnajoritarian democracy looks rike in ter'rs of the institutional corset, we
now able to better understand its rnoral and political justifications. In theory, these can be

into more or less explicit âssumptions (of how sociery is) and goals (ofhow it should be)
practice, the two are often fused and barely separable - indeed, the core notion ofinterper-

political equaliry is both an assurllption and a goal, allowing one to hide behind the other
attacked on those termsi to the empirical repr.oach that not all citizens are in fact equally

or willing to partlclpate in politics, majoritarianism can reply that dernocracy should enable
not force individuals to do so (hence the minimal, elitist understanding of democrary); while

normâtive charge that there should be rnore to democracy than mere aggregation ofvotes,
reply can be political actor*centred in saying that ultimarely it is individuals, or

groups they compose, that make democracy work.
the defence of the whole set or also individual components of rnajoritarian

is a view of sociefy as composed of individuals with equal rights _ norhing more,
less. If there was more to society than interpersonal equaliry for instance inter-groupwe could not defend the purely aggregative method of counring all vores equally butallow for "plural voting" (Mill 2001 [1361) through the backdoor - for instance in theweighing vores by sub-state governmenr and/or malapportionmenr (Rodclen 2004), In
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turn, if there wâs lers to majoritarianism than interpersonal equalify, the ideology would cease

to be clemocratic.

Thus, as it is defencled by most adherents, the core value both postulated and assumed by

majoritarian democrats is that ali tnenrbers of sociery count equally a priori (hbizadeh 2021, 5),

i.e- before clecisions are taken in elections, parliaments, or referendums. Note that in this way

nlajotity decisions are justifiecl, bur not actually those taken by pluralities. That is, the ideology

prrrporr, to defencl decisions taken by a popular majoriry, but ends up vindicating a parliamentary

majàrity rhar may rest on â popular plurality. The secret hope of majoritarianism is not only that

a parliamentary majority (in terrns of seats) corresponds to a popular rnajority (in terms of votes

.rrg, b.rr rlro ih.t ih. di$"r"n.. between rnajority and plurality disappears in a.stable tvvo-party

-or. o, l.r, - which forces thern both to aim for the political middle. The electoral competition

bervveen thern is a regular discipline to consider the interests ofan electoral rnajority". By conse-

quence, if one gains the upper hand over the other, it will automatically have secured a majority'2

At heart, then, majoritarianism is as monistic, hierarchical, and resolute as nationalism: there

is only one najority (parliamenrary and, ideally, also popular), and its will is superior to all other

aggreiations of preGrences by virtue of nurnbers. A1i citizens are menrbers of the same nation

and, as such, counr equally. But while this ideology may work well in culturally hotnogenous

socieries with cyclical majoritles along rnultiple, primarily functional divisions (such as left-

right), matters become more complicated in multinational societies. As is well known, here the

risk is that cultural minorities also become permànent political minorities. That is all the more

likely if state nationalism allies with majoritarianism, which is tempting, as it has the numbers on

its siâe, if-but only if- we count on-ly individuals, and not also cultural groups (Elster 1992,24).

Members of the permanent minorities then face the choice between demanding and embrac-

i'g non-majoritarian forms of dernocracy - such as federalism, if the group is territorially

concentrated, or consociationalism, if it is not - or leaving and building their own, independent

state. Ironically, as the next section shows, ifthe latter path is advocated, it often uses the exact

sa're majoritarian argurnents that have led to the rninority being powerless in the first place: the

right of ,,the majoriry" to decide and impose its will without restrictions.

Sean Mueller

Case studies

Let us next look at four sPecific cases to observe the interplay ofpractic ed and planned major-

itarianisms at state and regional levels with secession. The contexts selected are the four usual'

suspects, i.e. those that have seen a significant push for secession or even an

referendum: Catalonia, Fianders, Québec, and Scotland. The first two sub-sections

rnajoritarianism at the state level, the remaining two at the regional level.

St at e -l ev el i n st it ut i o n s

How ma.1 oritarian are Belgium, Canada, Spain, and the UK, as per the institutional and

ational definitions provided in the previous sections? Bernauer and Vatter (2019) Provide

of the most encornpassing and thorough summaries of maj oritarian institutions âr the

level - or what they cail the four dimensions of "power diffusion ". A first dimensron

the extent to which power is concentrated in the hands of a strong executive anditdeeda

pârty commanding a parliamentary majoriry, while a second measures whether direct

is used in a pro- or coLlnter-majoritarian fashion. It thus emerges that the UK'

Spain are rnajoritarian in both clirnensions, Belgium only in the second' Bettauet
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Majoritarianism and secession

(2019) thitd di'rension assesses the governmentai system. A-11 four countries are parliamentary
democracies where only the legislative is directly elected and no other executive figure - least
of all the merely symbolic monarch - rivals the triple-role of the prime Minister as heacl of
government' leader of the largest parry and, through that, aiso informal head ofparJiame't.

Their fourth and final dimension relates to federalisrn. Figure 18.1 thus looks ar the verti-
cal dinension of power concentration ancl traces the evoiutiàn of selÊrule and shared rule of
the four selected regional units as provicled by their state's framework. SelÊrule re6rs to the
âmount of formal power over own, i.e. regional affairs (autonorny); shared rule assesses the
extent to which regional governments or their representatives are given a say in state-wide deci-
sion (co-decision; Hooghe et al.2016). Again, Belgiurn - and Àor. prrti.ularly the Flenrish
region - stands out: not only in terûrs ofthe distance covered since 1 970, but also in being alone
in having significantly more shared rule than selÊrule. In fact, while all four regions had about
rhe same amounr of regional selÊrule by 20lg (fiO% or, in the case of euébec 100% of what the
index assesses), the variation in shared rule is much greater: ftom 54yo in euébec and Scotland
to79%in Catalonia and96% in Flanders.
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constitutional reforrn in canada have led to the failure of the 19g7 Meech Lake Accord that had
incorporated all of Québec's five demands for further selÊ and shared rule (Hueglin 2021, 224fl .
So while majoritarianism is generally obiivious to the preferences of minàrities (by definition,
for rnere numerical ones, and depending on context, for curtural groups), it can on occasion
become their ally. Moreover, institutional structures are only worth Àeir societal acceptance and
interpretation, as discussed next.

Beneath every institutiona.l

Maj oritarianism an d secession

Society and political parties

superstructure lie widely shared views

o
No
N

ooo
N

and norms regarding the
character of society. Particularly relevant in all our cases here is the extent to which sociery is
considered to consist ofjust one nation as opposed to two or more. A first indicator ofthis arrives
in the form of constitutional selÊdefinitions. Thus, despite _ or perhaps because of- the absence
of a single codified basic iaw in the UK, the national srâtus of Scodand (and Wales) is largely
undrsputed (cf. e.g. House of Commons 2015, 15). The Belgian constirution acknowleclges that
"Belgium is a Gderal Stare composed of Communities and Regions" (Art. 1), bur ar the same
time insists that "All powers emânate from the Nation.,, (Art. 33). Even more arnbivalent is the
Spanish constiturion: sovereignry belongs to "The Spanish Nation" and ,,Castilian 

is the ofticial
Spanish language" (preamble and Art. 3.1), but "nationalities" are equally recognised ancl ..the
other Spanish languages" can have co-ofijcial status at the regional level (Art.s and 3.2)

Nothing on "nâtion", neither in the singular nor in the plural, is contained in the Constitu_
tion of Canada. But that does not mean the question is resolved - far from it: the issue has been
the object offierce debates over tnany decades (e.g. Hueglin 2021, 291-299). Onty in 2006
did the Canadian parliament approve a statement (with266 to 16 votes) that,,this House recog_
nize that the Québécois form a nation within a united Canada". However, then prime Minister
Harper immediately qualified its significance by stating that he was "using the word nation in â
cultural-sociological rather than in a legal sense" (CBC 2006)

The nationaiiry question has also become the object of political and legal struggles in Spain
(e.g. Brown & Cetrà 2020) Most significantly, the Spanish Constitutional Courr ruled in 2010
that the words "nation" and "national realiry', contained in the revised Cata.lan Autonorny Stat-
ute had no legal effect. This provided one ofthe sparks that ignited the secessionist fire. How-
ever, rather than being itselfan independent cause for the growing political grievances of Catalan
nationalists, the ruling is merely symptomatic of the fundamentally monistic understanding of
the Spanish nation embraced by a large majoriry of Spaniards (cf. Mueller 201 e)

This brings us to consider a second indicator for the mono- or plurinational character of arociety: the parry system, Requejo (2010, 277) has argued that for minority ,,nations,, ro quatify
as such, they need to have both a distinct party system and at least one secessionist party withinit. While it is perfectly feasible for a regionai pàrty system to be distinct in polarisation, frag-mentation tnd/or any other dimension, the regular presence ofat least one regionai-nationalist

should suffi ce to indicate piurinationalism (MazzoIem & Mueller 2016). f\ll four counrries
have seen such parties emerge and persist both in national and regional elections.in 1991 was founded the Bloc euébécois @Q), joining the ranks ofsimilarly independentist

such as Esquerra Republicana de Catalunya (ERC) and the Scottish National parry (SNp),founcled in the 1930s. In Flanders, the Nieuw-Waamse Alliantie (N-VA, founded in2001become the biggest parry not only but also state-wide, although it shares theregionally
Waams Belang (VB, until 2004 l4aams Blok)

salience ofsecessionism in sociery Figure 1g.2 plots the vote shares oftheseover the past federal or general elections in two ways: first, the votes gained by rhem as a
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Figure 18.2 Regional and state-rvide vote shares of secessionist pârties in B, CAN, ESP and UK

Maj oritar ianism and s ece s sion

percentage of all valicl votes cast in their outtt rcgiort, aîdsecond, as a pefcentage of all valid votes

cast state-wide. Focusing on the regional dimension first, the two nlost successful parties to date

have been the N-VA and VB, *ùch together scored a staggering 620Â actoss the five Flemish

provinces in 2007 .Apart from this, however, the secessionist vote never surpasses 50% or' for the

LnC, ZSX.I Expressecl in terms of state-wide support' all the scores are obviously much lower'

given that all these pafties compete only in their own region.4 Furthermore, the size of their

iegion matters, tom Scotla'd and Catalonia (with 9% aod 16% of all valid votes cast respec-

tivlly;, thro.rgh Québec (a quarter), to Flanders (sorne two-thirds' in 2019)'

18,2 (Continued)

as a percentage ofall valid votes cast in the region (Flanders

BO. and the SNP in federal/general

*iit out Brussels) and overall'
Nofe: Shown are the vote shares of the ERC, N-VA + VB'

Soutce: Author's own calculations and graphs with oftcial electoral results from Belgium

Election$, Elections Canada, Spain (Ministerio del Interior) and the UK House of Conrmons
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Moreover, apart from the N-VA between 2074 and 2018, none of the secessionist parties

surveyed here has ever formally participated in a state-wide government. However, the UK,

Canada, and untii recenrly also Spain were dominated by jmt two parties divided along the

state-econorry, i.e. left-right spectrum: a centre-right (Conservatives in Canada and the UK,

the partido Popular in Spain) versLls a liberal (Canada) or centre-left party (Labour in the UK

and Socialists in Spain). Each pair ofparties not only alternated in the central executive, but

also served a territorially integrative function by winning votes ând seats in our four secessionist

regions. In fact, for some state-wide parties the votes gained ln the secessionist regions are quite

important: the Spanish Socialists, for instance, gained an averâge of 72% of its seats in Catalonia

berween !977 and November 2019 (Conservatives: 5%). Scotland was similarly once a Labour

stronghold: between 1918 ancl 2010, some I4Yo of its Westminster seats came from there; sincç

the general elections of 2015, however, Scottish Labour MPs have all but disappeared (Con-

seruativ. equivalent, whole period:6%).InCanada, too, Liberals are much more dependent on

euébec than the Conservatives: between 1993 and 2019, some 18% of its seats were won there

(and22% rn2076 and2079), con"ryared to only 60/o for the Conservative Parry since its formation

in 2003. So the rnajoritarian logic not only works to keep (numerical) nrinorities out, but also

to keep cultural rninoriry regions ln the state-wide fold - especially from the side of political

pa;rties popular there.

Moreover, the fact that Canada and the UK rely on first-pâst-the-post for national parlia-

rnentary elections has, paradoxically, also served to artificially bolster the parliarnentary presence

of our secessionist parties, as shown in Table 18.1 (shaded cells). But the reverse is also true:

clespite scoring 6,'/o of the state-wide vote, in 2015, the BQ obtainedjust 1% of the seats. The

use ofproportional rules in Spain and Flandels avoids both over- and under*representation. But

although 1%, 2%, or 4% of seats night seem unimportant, in certain cases that suflices to be

queen-maker (Mueller 2019). InJanuary 2020, the investiture of the Spanish governrnent gtould

have failed anew had the 13 ERC MPs (and the 5 MPs from the Basque nationalist pàt|y Euskal

Herria Biklu, together just 5% of seats) abstained (Carneron 2020)'

Thbte 18.1 State-wide vote and seats shares ofsecessionist panies, 1987-2019

UI(: SNP CAN: BQ ESP: ERC Flûders: NV-A Û VB

Maj oritarianism and secession

The regionallevel: current, , .

How rnajoritarian are Catalonia, Flanders, Québec, and Scotland? Figure 1g.3 shows the elec-
toral fortunes of the largest parties in the parliaments of Québec a=nd Scotlald, taking into
âccount vote and seat shares. Figure 18.4 does the sarle for the parliaments of Catalonia and
Flanders' The horizontal line indicates the 50% mark above whi'ch a parry can conveniently

Nofe.ç: The first column always indicates year of general or national election, the second the state-wide

vote share, and the thircl the seat share in the Lower House on election day. Shaded 
""1* 

= significant

(2%+) overrepresentation compared to electoral score, bold = significant underrepresentation'

Largest party in Québec parliament,I}T3-ZOI}
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and graphs with offcial electoral resuhs from Élections euébec and the
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Year Votes Seats Ye,tt Votes Seats Year Votes Seols Year Votes Seats

n.a.1.987 1,%

t992 2%

1997 2%
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* Nurnber of Scottish seats in the House of Commons reduced from 72 to 59 '

Sorrrre: Author's own calculations; for data soulces' see notes to Figures L8'2-18'4
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allocation of seats' Third, the_catalan parry sysrem seems ro have left behind its period of almost
hegemonic dominance (aided, betwee n 1,984 and 1992, by the electoral system) to resemble thefragmentation of Flanders.

Fourth, in rnajoritarian-Québec, single-parry governments are the rule, enabjed not least
by electoral "premiun$" of up to 25% in tôgs, and 3g% in 1973 (1g% on average; scotrand:
8%o, catùonia: 4%o, Flanders: 3%o), rn 1 998, the Parti libéral du euébec even won rhe mosr vores
(43.6yu), but obtained only 48 seats our of r25 (3g%o).In turn, the parti 

euébécois (pe), with
42.9%,won 76 seats (61%). so not onry did the party with an erecrorar minoriry end up with
a very comfortable parliamencary majoriry buc a secessionist party profited from the electora.l
system copied from the state-wide ievei. Fifth and finally, the tajo.'itarian logic has also corne
to dominate in Scotland, despite the mixed-m.mbe. proportionaliry system adopte d rn 1997
(Cairney &'Widfeidt 2015; Matthews 2018).

Not by accident, then, have the only ofiicial independence referendums been helcl in euébec(1980: 40% yes; 1995: 49-% yes) and Scotland (2014: 45% yes). They perfectly nusrrate the
paradoxical relationship of majoritarianism with secession. Majoritarianisl is what enabled the
single-parry governrnenrs ofJacques parizeau (pe, 1994) .rrà Ar." Salmond (SN! 2011) to
take ofiice alone despite securing mere pluraiities of the vote (see Figure 1g.3). In Scotland (and
wales), it also allowed the establishment of devolution itself; througli the Labour gorr.r.rrr"rt of
1997 (43% of the votes) and subsequent clevolution referendums. 

"By 
contrast, it was a leuiation

from sirnple majoritarianisrn that impeded Scottish devolution to begin already in 1979, since
40% of registered voters had to have voted favourably (Scottish Gou.inm.rrt 2013, 546). Next,
in true majoritarian fashion, direct democracy was used to support governmental policy (vatter
2000). Yet majoritarianism - more specifically the idea thri, si-!t. majoriry decides _ was
also responsible for defeathry all three inclependence reGrendums. Ho-"u"r"rli- the margi', the
majority is always cornpletely right and the ninority toraliy wrong.

The same ambivalence, albeit in a different form, can be observed in Catalonia. The three
nationalist-independentist parties combined scored jusr above 50% of seats in in the 2015,2()17,
and 2021 regional ele*ions, yer rhey *on , popuirr majoriry (51%) onry tn 2021 . Moreover,
their success is territorially Llneven: th.y .ornfo.irbly won in the rwo ,-.[.r, provinces, Lieida
and Tarragona, but not in what is by far the largest area around the capital, Barcelona: here,
they gained "only" berwee n 45yn and, 46%, bewJen 2075 and 2021, . rnoth", *ordr, secession_
ists ôrces are weakest precisely in the province containing three quarters of the population - a
clear majoriry. In fact, the largest sitrgle party coming out of the 2021 electrons were rhe Catalan
Socialists, who obtained 50,000 votes more than ERC but the same number of sears (33). So it
was both in defiance of majoritarianistn and by applying it at camp level rhat secessionisrs couldretain execurive power, through the investitur. #p".. Aragonès lrncy on 2r May 2021 by avote of74-61.s

Figure 18.4 Largest parliamentary party in Catalonia and Fianders' 7980-2021

soarce: Author,s own calculations and graphs with oflicial electoral results from the Institut d

èrt"lurry, and Belgiurn (Direction des Élections)'

form the regional government. Ail four regional political systems are parliamentary

with a single chamber'

From the comparison among these four, the following insights emerge. First, all four

replicate the political systems of their encompassing states. Second, and as a consequence'

ders is the least rnajoritarian: the proportional system has provided no single

absolute majoriry of seats, although here, too, the largest parry is systematically
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..,Andprojected
final question to be asked concerns secessionist visions for the future. What projects are

by secessionists in our four cases? 
.While 

it is obviously difiicult to tell what would
be realised if any of these regions were to become independent, it is safe to assumenone would change its current poiitical institutions. To the best of my knowledge, seriousreforrns - of the parliamentary regirne, electora.l system, or the number and rype of

- are not on the agenda. These would also be difiicult to justift since in the evenrsecessionists
were to succeed, it will have been possible onJy thanks to the existing institu_at rhe regional level (see the previous section)
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Currently, neither do Québec secessionists advocate a move away frorn first-past-the-post'

nor do their Flemish count;rparties propose leaving proportionaliry behind. The Parti Quëbécois

(2021) thus states the following: " IiAssenûlée natiotr.ale sera de nême maintenue dans saforme actuelle

puisque les trouueaux pouuoi$ qi'dk acquerru ne l'obligeront pas à modifier son mode defonctionnenentl'

i.,rlr. Nrtio,ral Asembly 1= quebec Parliament] will likewise be maintained in its current form

since the new powers it will acqulre do not require it to change its mode of operation'")6 Nor

do the Europeàn secessionists want to leave the EU - on the contrary' the N-VA envisions "a

stronger Flanders in a stronger Europe".7 However, all parties except the SNP (Scottish Govern-

^rniZlt3,45) 
advocate a republican forrn of governrnent - rnost clearly here the ERC, which

carries this aspect in its name and program: "La Repûblica que farem".8 Finally, while the SNP

promises to prrh for proportional elections to Westminster,e it seems quite happy with its own

L*.d-r.,r.r.rber proportional system, despite it not actually fostering "a more collegial approach

to the sharing of execurive power" (Matthews 2018, 349) and the high "prenriums" it still pays

to the largest parfy (up to 10Yo, see Figure 18'3)'

In terms of the sociery and political communiry that are prornised once independent, all

four regions studied here are home to a mix of cultural and civic nationalists, with Québec's

"mphrJi, 
on French exclusiviry forming one end of the continuum and Scotland the other'

But make no mistake: the new countries will be home to the Catalan, Flemish, Scottish, and

euébécois, respectively. tt will be the majorities folmed and contrrned within these new coor-

dinrt., alole that shail determine who rules: "Independence means that the decisions about

Scotlancl that are currently taken by governments at Westminster - often by governrnents that

have been rejected by the najority of people in Scotlancl - will be taken here instead" (Scottish

Government 2073, 37 4) .

Conclusion

This chapter has assessed the relationship between majoritarianism and secession' The fortner

was definecl as an ideology centred on the organisation of political institutions and accompany-

ing mechanisms of decisi,on-making, as follows: governmental power should be as unrestrained

as liberal-democratically possible, and collectively binding decisions ought to be taken by a

sirnple majoriry. A democracy is majoritarian to the extent that it maxinrises overall politicai

po*.rin ih" hr.rd, of a single p.rron. Two logics thus converge: that of translating the will of

a simpi. electoral majoriryL dir"ctly as possible into the composition of governtnent (input)'

and thrt of maximising the impact ofsaicl government on state action (output)' In the ideal-rype

majoritarian democracy, .l..tiorn are by fifst-past-the-post, and once in power, none of the

usual constraints in the governmental, partisan, parlianentary direct-dernocratic, judicial' or

federal dimensions exist:"no directly elected presiàent next to the Prime Minister, no need for

coalitions, no second chamber, no referendums unless caliecl by the government itself' a weak

Sean Mueller

Supreme Court, and strong centralisation.

Several arnbiguities and tensions were then revealed in the relationship of rnaj

with secession. First, where majoritarianism is practiced and upheid ât nation-state

justiJtes denunds for secession. The majoritarian logic works on the basis of interPersonal

iry, negating the political relevance of groups, and awards fuil power to whichever majoriry

formed. Without federal- or consociational-type deviations from strict maj oritarian

tural minorities such as linguistic groups risk becoming permanendy overruled to an

that they stop identifying with that state. However, majoritarianrsm ls also a nraitr' obrtacle-t

majoriry needs to either aPProve said deviations or let the minoriry and its territory 9o'

case of Scotland perfectly exemplifies this: devolution wâs granted by the Labour
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oîl99T,whichcameropowerthroughaplurariryofvores (43.20/ù.However, asofmid_2021",
lhe Conservative government (elected, again, with a bare pluraliry of uor", jn 2079: 43.6%) has
yet to agree to a second independence referendum. Such obstinacy further fuels the flarnes of
regional grievances - especialiy since the current government owes only 2% of its 560/o parlia-
nentary majoriry to seats won in Scotland and is far from the most popular paffy there.

Second, the political parties most intelested in keeping , ,.."rrio.rirt region in the nationa_l
{old ate often those that depend on the support rhere ro win power overail, The Liberals in can-
ada, the Sociaiists in Spain, and Labour in the UK have owed be tween i.2%o and,22%of their seats
in the national parliarnent to electoral successes in Québec, catalonia, and Scotland, respectively.
The rnajoritarian need ôr'these pârties to utin region.ally to gouerfl natiormlly pushes rhem to recon-
cile centrifugal and centripetal demands. However, at the end of the day tiey remain state-wide
parties that need to cater to the whole country, notjust one region. That centre-ieft parties have
increasingiy been marginalised in the Catalan and Scottish parry systems thus does not bode well
for their abiliry to manage centre-periphery tensions, nor for their governmental prospects. The
Sanchez government approved in2020, thanks only to the absrention of 13 ERC and 5 Basque
nâdonalist MPs, would thus seem rather the end of an era and not the beginning of a new one.

Third, turning to the regional level, we often fincl practised tlte cxact saine logicrhat secession-
ists criticise as wlust and o1:pressiue at the state level. The Catalan secessionists nay have managed
to secure a regional parliamentary rnajority over three successive elections (2015,2017, and
2021),but only in the last one did they also a win a popular majority. Moreover, the largest area
by far, the province of Barcelona, remains in the hancls of ,ro.r-rr"tio.ralist parties. So apptying
the same majoritarian logic at the province or constituency level would dlplete th. ,,ôrtrtri
Repubiic" of three quarters of its current population. 'What 

is rnore, in having exercisecl and,/
or demanding the "right to decide" on the future status of their r.egion, secessionists in euébec,
Scotland, and Catalonia a-11 venerate the "will of the people" opeàtionalisecl, again, as a simpie
majoriry at the regional level, with no deviations permitted. Either all go, or nobody goes.
Recourse to referendums as plebiscites to bolster the governrnental agenda of the day is tylical
for majoritarianism (Vatter 2000).

In all ofthis, the case ofFlanders is exceptional in several regards. First, the region is pop_
ulated and dominated by the cultural maJorlty. So the majoritarian grievance of being perma-

ignored on the basis of numbers does not function. Second, the entire parry system is split
linguistically, so no party needs to reconcile winning regionally and state-wide. That removes
key centripetal actors p1'esent in the other three cases studied here. And in a final twist of1rony,
Flemish secessionists are the victirns of not enough majoritarianism. For if the Belgian electoral

was based on first-past-the-post as in Canada or the UK, scoring as much as 25%u of the
vote (despite competing only in two-thirds ofthe country) would pro bably have been

for the N-VA and the VB to impose their visions much earlier and forcefully. However,
the De Croo government forrned in October 2020 ts composed of no fewer than seven

that together hold a parlia'rentary majoriry rhose two rargest parties are sidelined. Such
are anything but majoritarian, confirming Belgiumt place as a consensus democracy

executive-parties dimensio n (Lgphart 20 7 2 ; B er nauer &. yatter 20 1 9). Lack ofmajoritar-
at the regional level also means that parties need to share power in coalitions there, which

they have done since the first ever direct elections of 1995 By contrast, recall that
Québec of1 998 the Parti Quéltécois remained in power despite winning only a nxnoiltyvotes, and that all the SNP governments since 2007 have had a mere pluraliry of votes (of31% and44Yo; see Figure 18.3). As is known, both parties were able to subsequently callnothing,, independence referendurns , whilst the Flemish secessionists have had to workolle state reform after the other to gradually increase their region,s powers.
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That they have clone so rarher successfully (see e.g. Figure 18'1) leads to a final thought:

majoritarianism may turn out to be a curse in disguise. Although it serves as a main justi{ication

for secession if praitised at the state level, it raises the obstacles to actr'rally leaving to almost

unreachable heights: a nation-state government favourably inclined enough to allow or at least

toierate an independence referendum, followed by a majorify in a regional popular vote' In the

latter, given that secessionists argue for a radical overhaul of current stluctures and a leap into

the unlnown, the odds will be decidedly stacked against them. Furtherrnore, although rnajor-

itarianism at the regionai level enables effective governrnents also in the absence of popular

mâjorities, it strengthens adversariai poiitics and contributes to polarisation and alienation (e'g'

Mue]le, 2019). But so that the entire region is on board when departing, it would be in the

interest of secessionists themselves to seek the support of more thanjust 50% + 7 of those voting'

Notes

1 ,,P1urality,, meâns more votes than anybody else (e.g. 45"/o vs. 3O%, 20%, and 5%). "Majority" means

50% + 1 (ifthe rota.l number ofvores i, un"u.rr, else 50% rounded to the next integer) and is "simple"

ifonly valid votes câst are counted and no quorum is specified'

2 With only two competitors, plurality and majority coincide. However, it is still possible that the winner

of a popula. pluraliiy/majority 
"nà, 

up with a parliamentary minoriry- notably if constituencies are

un.rrànl' population size and voter preferences are unevenly distributed'

3 Especiallyâftà.ZO1O,theERChasbeenjoinedbyotherparties,nottblyJuntsperCatalunya,inpursuing
secession (Mueller 2019).

4 The ERC is an exception: it also stands in Valencia and the Balearic Islands However, in2019 it received

less rhan 1% of its state-wide support outside of Catalonia. Sirnilarly so the N-VA and VB: in 2019 they

receivedjust 2% oftheit state-wide vote in Brussels'

5 www.caàannews.corn/politics/ite'r/pere-aragones-becomes-132nd-cataian-president
6 https: //pq. orglindependance/#vie-politique
I htips: / /iiflish.n-va.belfrequently-asked-questions#europe
B www.escluerla.c*./ c / rcpublica-que-farern

9 ,,We wili conrinue to call for thË fi.rt past rhe post voting system to be replacecl at Westminster with

proportional representation, so that every vote ând evely part of the country counts'" www.snp.org/

our-vision/constitution/

Sean Mueller
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Introduction
'Holy Rornan Empire', as Voltaire allegediy observed, was a political entiry of a special kind
neither holy, nor Roman, nor an emplre. As it will hopefully become fully apparent by
the end of this chapter, Voltaire's famous witticism deserves to be extended to , consensual
secession': a mode of state formation which, on closer inspection, âppears to be neither
really'consensual' nor, for that matter, much of a 'secession' either. What distinguishes it
from other forms of state formation which scholars treat as the instances of secession is not
consensus about the fate of secessionists 'demands among everyone concerned (cf. -Williams
2015) but rhe acrs which seem to be more accurately described either as Jreely giuen ltermis-stons, externally extofied concessions, or simply as the decisions to âct in conforrniry with the

e norms of the extant constitutional order As indicated by the letters that populatethe fourth column in Table 19.1 , the outcomes which such acts bring about coincide notwith the ascension of a previously separated territory to the rank of a fully sovereign
but also with the errl nction of the states to which such territories used to belong as onetheir constituent parts.

We shail return to the examples from Table 19.1 in the final secrion of rhis chapter. In the
we shouid begin by asking: Why should the incidents in which the extinction of thewhich provide the referential frame for a particular mode of state formation be cornmitted
as the instances ofsecession, and not territorial reconfi guration or state dissolution?mentai operations must the students of state formation perform in order to be able tothe term'consensual secession' as referring to an instance ofstate ôrmation, in a way thatminimally palatable? What is gained, and what is lost - in practical as well as analytical-- by using the term 'consensual secession' , and not those which can just as easily be usedits distinctive features?
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